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Part Two of presentation
Choosing a URL

- Direct
- Stable
- Short and efficient
- Prefer PURLs
- Prefer OpenURLs
- Prefer DOIs
Method of providing access at the point of discovery

Onus is on library to activate

Onus is on publisher to provide metadata
Vendor services for MARC distribution
UC Practice: teamwork
SCP: Shared Cataloging Program
PURLs preferred
OCLC holdings
OCLC-quality records*
Vendor MARC or
- One-by-one from OCLC
- Batching and OCLC
- Batching and the ILS
- New vendor MARCs
- Vendor wishlist: Update/Delete
- PURLs please (or OpenURLs or DOIs)
- Setting OCLC holdings
- WorldCat Local (aka Next-Gen Melvyl)
- NGM could be it
Program for Cooperative Cataloging
National practice, effective August 1, 2009
No more provider-specific information*
Multiple vendor-supplied access on the same e-book OPAC record
Will this change vendor-MARC record approach?
Libraries want OCLC#s
Discovery: Local OPAC

- Titles records in OPAC
- Format-agnostic search for content
- Platform access
Discovery: Consortial Catalog

- Title and platform access
- Access restriction can be just as important as access permission
A companion to Socrates

Author: Sara Ahbel-Rappe; Rachana Kamtekar; Myilibrary
Series: Blackwell companions to philosophy, 34
Edition/Format: eBook; Document; English
Summary: This volume presents a survey exploring the profound influence of Socrates on the history of Western philosophy. It also discusses the life of Socrates and key philosophical doctrines associated with him.

Find a copy online

Check for online access at your library

UC eLinks

Links to this item

UC Irvine Libraries (1)

www.myilibrary.com?sid=26203

MyLibrary: Restricted to UC!
Thank you!
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